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Green boxes represent the code layer that I written.

C++ Wrappers: the motivation of these wrappers is the nature of 
autogenerated C++ code (see left box): it's about a set of classes representing 
the SOAP types (ListActivity, ActivityIdentification, Application, Executable, 
*Fault, etc.).They're such a kind of “raw” classes, little more than plain C 
structures plus CTOR/virtual DTOR. They need to be extended by derived 
classes (the word 'wrapper' seems not too much proper but is very commonly 
used in these scenarios) that allocate/deallocate heap memory, hide SOAP 
names of data member (these names can change with WSDL modifications or 
with gSOAP version update), present public interfaces to read data member by 
mean of immutable method names.

C++ communication classes: these classes present a simple and SOAP-
agnostic interface to invoke a remote ES's operation. They take C++ “native”-
type parameters (int, string, vector<string>, ... ) or objects of the “C++ 
Wrappers” library, that are also “abstract” (as they hide all SOAP details); they 
return C++ “native”-type responses or, again, objects of the “C++ Wrappers” 
library.

XML Parsers: a possible use case of job submission is the user (o more 
probably an helper tool) writing a description of the Job in XML language (see 
for example section 13.3.1 of “EMI Execution Service Specification”). The” 
XML Parser” library (based on XPath) presents to the user a very simple and 
abstract interface to create an instance of the class ActivityDescription 
(belonging to the “C++ Wrappers” library) that can be used as parameter of a 
proper class of the library “C++ communication classes”, in order send to the 
ES a request of activity creation.

Job

Stubs: the stubs are method signatures that take SOAP types 
(requests and responses) as input and output parameters. The 
implementation of these stub functions (containing for example 
the [de]serialization routines) is hidden and automatically 
generated by the gSOAP engine, and a developer is definitely 
not interested to it.

The autogenerated code also contains the SOAP types 
(bindings), simple C++ classes with public data members and 
constructors/virtual-destructors representing the types described 
in the .XSD files. Many of these classes have data members that 
are memory pointers; this helps the gSOAP engine to recognize 
the particular case in which the related SOAP tag must not be 
present in the SOAP message to be sent to the ES service; i.e. 
pointer members are used when in the WSDL description the 
multiplicity of the related type can be zero. Then, this kind of 
classes need to be extended with “child” classes that take care 
of dynamic memory allocation/deallocation.

(*)

(*) The communication classes can use both classes of the wrapper library or 
of the autogenerated code. In fact NOT ALL autogenerated classes have been 
wrapped (== derived), because their internal structure is very simple (do not 
have memory pointer members); OptionType is an example: its data members 
('Name' and 'Value') are strings and their names very likely will remain 
unmodified (this approach ca be reviewed and derive them too if it will be 
needed).
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